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Abstract: The development of big data has generated data-intensive tasks that are usually time-
consuming, with a high demand on cloud data centers for hosting big data applications. It becomes
necessary to consider both data and task management to find the optimal resource allocation scheme,
which is a challenging research issue. In this paper, we address the problem of online task scheduling
combined with data migration and replication in order to reduce the overall response time as well as
ensure that the available resources are efficiently used. We introduce a new scheduling technique,
named Online Task Scheduling algorithm based on Data Migration and Data Replication (OTS-
DMDR). The main objective is to efficiently assign online incoming tasks to the available servers
while considering the access time of the required datasets and their replicas, the execution time of
the task in different machines, and the computational power of each machine. The core idea is to
achieve better data locality by performing an effective data migration while handling replicas. As
a result, the overall response time of the online tasks is reduced, and the throughput is improved
with enhanced machine resource utilization. To validate the performance of the proposed scheduling
method, we run in-depth simulations with various scenarios and the results show that our proposed
strategy performs better than the other existing approaches. In fact, it reduces the response time by
78% when compared to the First Come First Served scheduler (FCFS), by 58% compared to the Delay
Scheduling, and by 46% compared to the technique of Li et al. Consequently, the present OTS-DMDR
method is very effective and convenient for the problem of online task scheduling.

Keywords: cloud computing; big data; Cloudsim; task scheduling; data migration; data replication

1. Introduction

Big Data analytics is essential to many applications and supports a variety of user
services. The advance of internet technology has led to big data analytics, and thus,
big data analytics tasks [1]. As a result, managing big data tasks and supporting data-
intensive applications is now possible using cloud data centers [2]. Most of the big data
applications [3–7] are in the form of online task processing. However, it is clear that
these tasks are both computation- and data-intensive [8], hence it becomes a challenge to
efficiently handle them.

Furthermore, in a dynamic cloud environment, resources such as virtual machines,
storage, and networking components are provisioned and deprovisioned as needed to
meet changing demands [9]. This increases the complexity of the task scheduling problem,
as response time is a crucial decision-making parameter for data-intensive tasks. Thus,
scheduling methods should not only aim to reduce task response time but also consider
data migration and replication management to improve response time, throughput, and
resource utilization [10]. In order to cope with dynamic cloud environments, researchers
proposed several task scheduling strategies [11–14] to find a trade-off between different
goals and achieve efficient task planning.
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Data migration in cloud environments involves the process of transferring data from
one storage or computing system to another within the same cloud infrastructure. The
goal of data migration is to ensure that data are available in the right location at the right
time to meet task needs. Managing data is a crucial factor to consider when dealing with
data-intensive tasks, and there are two cases to consider: local data and remote data. Data
locality occurs when the task and its required data are on the same server, while remote
data involves accessing required data stored on different servers than those hosting the
consumer tasks. Accessing remote data involves additional time [15] due to the migration
process that occurs when moving the datasets over the network and writing them to the
disks. There are several challenges associated with data migration in cloud environments,
such as ensuring data security, maintaining data integrity, handling placement and storage,
and managing costs [16–18].

Therefore, to reduce the task response time, it is preferable to schedule the task in the
server where all or most of its required datasets are stored. Otherwise, the task has to be
scheduled at least in the server ensuring an optimal data migration time. The scheduling
process is also related to other metrics such as the heterogeneity of the configuration of the
servers [19] in terms of CPU frequency, number of CPUs, size of available memory, etc., as
well as the load of each server—to avoid both overloaded and underloaded nodes [20].

Data replication in cloud computing refers to the process of creating multiple copies
of data and storing them across different physical locations or servers within a cloud
computing environment [21]. This is completed to ensure that data are highly available,
resilient, and can be accessed quickly in case of a failure or outage [22]. When it comes to
data replication in cloud environments, there are several key challenges that need to be
addressed. These include network bandwidth, data consistency, replication latency, and
cost [23–26]. It is important to mention that, beside the replicas created during the initial
placement of data, in this paper, the data migration process generates duplicated data that
should be managed efficiently for better data locality.

Due to dynamic provisioning resources for online tasks, there is a constant queue
of tasks waiting to be processed. However, since servers have limited storage capacity,
not all incoming tasks can be scheduled to run locally, making it challenging to efficiently
utilize available resources for improved response time and throughput. As a result, servers
may become either underloaded or overloaded, depending on the demand being lower or
higher than their processing capacity [27].

To deal with the above issues, we address the task scheduling problem by propos-
ing an Online Task Scheduling strategy based on Data Migration and Data Replication
(OTS-DMDR) with the main focus of selecting the most suitable tasks to be executed on
each server.

In our proposed algorithm OTS-DMDR, we first establish a model to estimate the
response times of tasks in different servers. We then decide between the following three
actions: (1) achieve data locality by scheduling the task on the server storing the required
datasets; (2) delay the task execution so it is scheduled on another server for better data
locality; (3) schedule the task on a remote server that gives an optimal response time,
including the migration process. Additionally, in the task response time, we consider
the replicated datasets, the computational capacity, and the load of each server to pre-
vent underloaded and overloaded machines. Finally, after comparing our online task
scheduling OTS-DMDR with other existing algorithms in the literature, the corresponding
results show that the proposed OTS-DMDR can guarantee better average response time
by 46% compared to Li et al. [28], by 58% compared to the Delay Scheduling method, and
acceptable load balancing between machines, improving the overall system efficiency.

In summary, our contributions can be organized as follows:

• Formalize the OTS-DMDR problem considering both the heterogeneity and the pro-
cessing capacity of the servers, together with locality, movement, and replication of
datasets.
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• Propose algorithms to estimate the different costs and measure the tasks’ adequacy to
the servers to seek a better task-to-server allocation.

• Conduct extensive simulation experiments to evaluate the efficiency of our algorithm,
OTS-DMDR.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work
on various scheduling methods and frameworks. Section 3 presents how our online task
model was established. The proposed OTS-DMDR is outlined with different implemented
algorithms in Section 4. We conduct various experiments and assess the algorithm’s
effectiveness in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 draws conclusions and some perspectives.

2. Related Work

In this section, we desribe some common metrics studied in different task scheduling
methods. Then, we review the two main types of scheduling techniques based, single
objective and multiple-objective. Finally, we highlight our motivation.

2.1. Common Used Metrics

Big data processing requires a lot of computing resources; thus, effectively managing
the resources is essential due to the heterogeneity and dynamism of the environments.
Scheduling algorithms are a set of policies, procedures, and rules, implemented to assign
the best resource for task execution with the aim to accomplish the service provider’s
and cloud user’s objectives. Each of the existing scheduling methods [29–32] take into
consideration several performance metrics. The most common metrics are mentioned
below:

• Throughput [33,34];
• Execution time [35–37];
• Response time [38,39];
• Execution cost [32,40];
• Deadline and Budget constraints [41–43];
• Load balancing [20,44,45];
• Fault tolerance [46,47];
• SLA violation [41,48];
• Energy consumption [49–51];
• Data transfer [28].

2.2. Single-Objective Scheduling Techniques

Some of the earliest scheduling algorithms that have been studied in the literature
are [30,52,53].

The First Come First Served (FCFS) scheduling algorithm is the most traditional one.
Its idea is that the last arrived tasks have to wait until the end of the execution of earlier
ones [52]. Only after a task ends will the next task in the queue be considered. The FCFS
method is also the main scheduler used in the Hadoop framework [54]. The disadvantages
of this strategy are that the waiting time for tasks is increased and it does not consider
task size. Moreover, it fails in balancing the workload among machines and decreases data
locality.

In the Shortest Job First (SJF) method [30], it chooses the shortest task to be executed
first in order to reduce the execution time. Although, due to uneven load distribution on
the servers, the algorithm fails to respect the SLA.

The Round Robin (RR) algorithm [53] circularly distributes tasks and an equal amount
of CPU time is given to every task. The round-robin strategy results in a higher average
waiting time.

The traditional scheduling algorithms (mentioned above) did not find the best solu-
tion to the multi-dimensional scheduling problem since the scheduling algorithm should
simultaneously optimize various parameters [11,31] such as response time with resource
utilization, makespan, cost, energy consumption, etc.
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2.3. Multi-Objective Scheduling Techniques

To address the issue mentioned above, many scheduling techniques have been pro-
posed, with focus on enhancing multiple parameters simultaneously [32,55–58].

Shyam and Manvi [55] suggested a resource allocation technique that maximizes
resource usage while minimizing time and budget. The method relies on VM migration
to improve the placement ratio of VMs, which is advantageous for both cloud users
and providers.

Wang et al. [32] proposed a dynamic resource provisioning algorithm that is ideal in
terms of service availability, migration, and leasing costs. The study considers resources
such as CPU, memory, and storage.

For data-intensive applications, Zhao et al. [56] proposed an energy-efficient schedul-
ing technique where datasets and tasks are treated as a binary tree using a data correlation
clustering algorithm. By decreasing the number of active VMs and data transmission time,
the proposed strategy is used to minimize the energy usage of cloud data centers. However,
the online scheduling is not considered.

To minimize the execution time, while increasing resource usage, the work in [57]
proposed a scheduling algorithm based on IBA (Improved Backfill Algorithm) and takes
into account task priority. Priority is one of the important metrics for users who want to
pay more for a quicker answer (VIP request). The limitation of this technique resides in the
performance that is decreasing once the number of tasks grows.

The term Online Potential Finish Time was coined in [58] to improve execution time
and cost in cloud computing. Tasks are distributed onto powerful virtual machines, which
can execute tasks with the least amount of delay.

Reddy G. Narendrababu et al. [59] introduced a modified version of the ant colony
optimization algorithm (MACO) that is tailored to multi-objective task scheduling in cloud
environments. MACO improves upon the original ACO algorithm by assigning pheromone
values to virtual machines (VMs) based on their RAM, bandwidth, storage, processing
speed, makespan, and other factors. This approach facilitates the efficient allocation of
tasks to VMs that are best suited for the task, resulting in better resource utilization and
reduced degree of imbalance. The MACO algorithm outperforms basic ACO, PSO, and GA
algorithms in terms of makespan, system load balance, and task assignment efficiency.

A dynamic round robin scheduling algorithm is proposed in [60]. Authors dynamically
calculate the time quantum for each round by taking into account the differences among the
maximum burst times of the three tasks in the ready queue. One potential issue with this
method is that it does not efficiently handle the starvation challenge. Despite this concern,
the proposed method offers significant benefits such as reducing the average turnaround
time, decreasing the average waiting time, and minimizing the number of context switches.

The research in [61] employed a genetic meta-heuristic algorithm to enhance per-
formance by investigating the environment. The fitness function combined throughput,
response time, and cost criteria, producing overall enhancements. To ensure that all param-
eters were given equal consideration, normalization was employed, resulting in relative
optimization. The suggested method improved waiting time, makespan, and utility while
slightly reducing costs, resulting in superior service for both providers and users. The main
limitation of this work is that it does not address the topic of data-intensive online tasks.
Moreover, it could be hard to adapt such a solution for data-intensive online tasks.

The authors in [62] introduce the Hard Disk Drive and CPU Scheduling (HCS) algo-
rithm for devices with multiple cores and hard disks, aiming to optimize execution time
and energy consumption while minimizing missed tasks. It considers scheduling multiple
parallel tasks with individual deadlines and utilizes multiple stages to execute sorted tasks.
However, this study does not consider memory effects, network bandwidth, and latency of
multi-core systems.
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2.4. Our Motivation

It is obvious from the research works referenced above that the majority of authors
focus primarily on resources, especially computing resources, since the main activity of
the task is on CPUs. However, the frequent I/O operations required for big data analytics
tasks make data locality more crucial, as local I/O can minimize task execution time more
effectively than remote ones [1]. The most fundamental scheduling technique used in big
data systems is called DLB (Data Location Based) [12]. For that, a delay algorithm or a
matchmaking algorithm may be used.

The delay algorithm [63] resolves locality through the waiting method. The goal of
this technique is to assign tasks to servers based on the location of their input data, i.e.,
considering that a node in the cluster is free and asks for a task in the queue. It may be
possible that the data required by the selected task are not stored in the given available node.
Hence, the delay scheduling technique delays the task until a node containing the required
data becomes available (achieving data locality). Although, to prevent starvation, a task that
has been waiting for a long time is not executed regardless of the locality of the input data.

The matchmaking algorithm [64] implies that every node has an equal opportunity to
take advantage of the local tasks before a new task is assigned to the nodes. A local task’s
input data are kept at the relevant node.

Generally, the DLB approach attempts to reduce the amount of time spent transferring
data and provide fairness by achieving data locality. The problem is that when the data
are not spread equally across the nodes, the servers’ load may be unbalanced, and thus
the execution time may be longer. Yet, hot data spots may affect both the matchmaking
and the delay algorithms, meaning that some nodes may be overloaded with tasks as a
result of their data storage while others are left idle. The tasks are mostly scheduled on
the servers where the majority of their input data are stored. Therefore, a few servers are
always used, which makes them overloaded. As a result, the task execution time is larger
and the throughput is lower.

The aforementioned scheduling frameworks prioritize the task scheduling problem
while ignoring the deployment of incoming data. Because handling resources and tasks
are seen as the most expensive, the majority of prior works focused on managing them.
However, as scientific applications become more and more data-intensive, handling storage,
data management, and computing resources is increasingly critical [65]. The most related
scheduling strategy to our work is presented by Li et al. in [28]. They proposed an online
job scheduling based on data migration by selecting a proper task to be scheduled when a
server becomes available. The authors make a trade-off between two costs: (1) the task is
assigned to a remote server with a data transfer cost, (2) the task will wait a certain amount
of time for a server that ensures the locality of the data for the task with a waiting time cost.

Paper [28] schedules tasks sequentially, one task after the other, which increases the
waiting time for tasks in the queue. Moreover, when migrating data, a set of characteristics
were not considered such as machine performance, the network between machines, storage
space, and task requirements in terms of CPU, RAM, size, and volume of required data per
task. Consequently, this does not guarantee an optimal result. Furthermore, the process of
handling data replication has not been discussed in [28].

In summary, the specificity of our OTS-DMDR approach is that we use a different
concept to assign tasks to nodes. In fact, we choose a set of tasks from the incoming tasks
from the queue and assign them to the nodes with potentially the best response time. To
calculate the response time, we take into account the data migration time, including the
data replication process and the computing power of each server (e.g., CPU usage, RAM
availability, and storage capacity). Moreover, we anticipate the execution of a task in a
better node by considering the delay time and balancing the load between the servers.

It is important to note that data placement and replication techniques were investigated in
many papers such as [66–68]. These papers can not be compared to the scheduling algorithms
reviewed in our related work section, but we mention them because they study the importance
of data availability in the cloud computing environment. Table 1 summarizes the above analysis.
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Table 1. Summary of scheduling methods in the literature

Method Technique Advantages Limitations Parameters

First Come First
Served [52]

The last arrived tasks must wait
until the end of the execution of
earlier ones.

Simple to implement
and efficient.

Increases the waiting time of
tasks and tasks size not
considered.
Imbalance load and decreases
data locality.

-

Shortest Job First [30] Chooses the shortest task to be
executed first.

Reduces execution time
in comparison with
FCFS and RR.

Uneven load distribution on the
servers.

Execution time.
Response time.

Round Robin [53] Circularly distributes tasks.
An equal amount of
CPU time is given to
every task.

A higher average waiting time. -

Shyam and
Manvi [55] VM Migration.

Maximizes resource
usage while minimizing
time and budget.

Needed more agents for
searching the best resource.

Execution time.
Makespan time.
Response time.
Resource utilization.

Wang et al. [32] Dynamic resource provisioning.
Considers resources
such as CPU, memory
and storage.

Data locality and replication not
addressed.

Execution cost.
Availability.

Zhao et al. [56]

Energy-efficient technique
where datasets and tasks are
treated as a binary tree using a
data correlation clustering
algorithm.

Minimizes the energy
usage of cloud data
centers.

Online scheduling is not
considered.

Execution cost.
Resource utilization.
Energy consumption.

Dubey et al. [57]
Scheduling algorithm based on
IBA (Improved Backfill
Algorithm).

Minimizes the execution
time and increases
resource usage.

More tasks imply less
performance.
Considers task priority.

Execution time.
Makespan.
Resource utilization.

Elseoud et al. [58] Online Potential Finish Time
heuristic algorithm.

Improves execution
time and cost in cloud
computing execute tasks
with the least amount of
delay.

Data locality and replication not
addressed.

Execution time/cost.
Makespan.
Response time.
Resource utilization.

Delay algorithm [63]
Assign tasks based on input data
location. It delays tasks until it
required data is available.

The ease of scheduling.
Achieves data locality.

Imbalance load which can cause
higher delays in task execution
and lower throughput.

Execution time.

Matchmaking
algorithm [64]

Before assigning a new task to
nodes, every node has a fair
chance to utilize its local tasks.

High node utilization.
High cluster utilization. No particular. Resource utilization.

Availability.

Li et al. [28]

Online job scheduling based on
data migration based on a
trade-off between data transfer
cost and the waiting time cost.

Handles data migration.

Schedules tasks sequentially
which increases the waiting
time.
Systems characteristics not
considered.
Data replication not discussed.

Throughput.

Reddy et al. [59] Modified Ant Colony
optimization.

Considers VMs RAM,
bandwidth, storage,
processing speed and
makespan in the fitness
function.

Data-intensive online tasks not
addressed.

Resource utilization.
Makespan.
Load balance.

Biswas et al. [60] Dynamic round robin. Dynamically determines
Time Quantum. Starvation not handled. Turnaround.

Waiting time.

Soltani et al. [61] Genetic meta-heuristic.

Multi-purposed
weighted genetic
algorithm to enhance
performances.

Data-intensive online tasks not
addressed.

Response time.
Waiting time.
Makespan.

Mohseni et al. [62] Hard Disk Drive and CPU
Scheduling (HCS) algorithm.

Schedules multiple
tasks among multi-core
systems.

Memory, bandwidth and latency
of multi-core systems are not
considered.

Execution time.
Energy consumption.
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For further detail on task scheduling techniques, we refer the following
reviews: [11–13,20]. The papers primarily focus on examining various scheduling tech-
niques used in cloud computing and presenting a new classification scheme for scheduling
algorithms, along with a detailed review of resource scheduling techniques. Additionally,
they aim to highlight the advantages and limitations of heuristic, meta-heuristic, and hybrid
scheduling algorithms.

3. System Model and Problem Formulation
3.1. System Model

The target system of this study is represented by a heterogeneous machine that consists
of two processing types: task processing and data processing.

The machine characteristics and their notations are listed as follows:

• M = {mi} a set of machines, where mi designates the ith machine.
• sci is an integer value that represents the storage capacity of machine mi (MB).
• ri is a float value that represents the read speed of machine mi (MB/second).
• wi is a float value that represents the write speed of machine mi (MB/second).
• RAM[mi] is an integer value that represents the available memory capacity of machine

mi (MB).
• N_CPU[mi] is the number of cores of machine mi.
• P_CPU[mi] is an integer value that represents the CPU performance of each core of

machine mi (Million Instructions per second— MIPS).
• bij is an integer value that represents the bandwidth of the connection between machines

mi and mj (MB/second).
• βij is the elementary data transfer time [68] between machines mi and mj, it is defined by:

βij =

{
0 if i = j
1

bij
otherwise

(1)

• PP[mi] is an integer value that represents the processing power of machine mi (in
Million Instructions per second—MIPS). PP[mi] is the overall CPU amount of mi and
is calculated as follows:

PP[mi] = N_CPU[mi]× P_CPU[mi] (2)

where N_CPU[mi] is the number of cores of mi and P_CPU[mi] is the CPU perfor-
mance of every core in mi.

• TPi defines the list of tasks in progress in mi.

Many independent users submit tasks for execution. In this paper, we consider that
tasks arrive in an online manner to the servers of the different Cloud data centers. All the
online tasks share resources and data over the servers. Since the tasks we are handling
are data-intensive, two important factors are associated with each task: required data and
resources. Tasks are executed in a non-pre-emptive way. However, each task is defined as
follows:

• T = {ti} a set of tasks, where ti is the ith task;
• li an integer value that designates the length of ith task (in Million Instructions—MI);
• RAM[ti] is an integer value that represents the memory capacity required by task ti

(in MB);
• CPU[ti] is an integer value that represents the quantity of MIPS required by task ti;
• V[ti] is an integer value that represents the total size of all the required datasets by task ti;
• αi is the index of the final machine assignment (mαi ) of task ti;
• ωi is a decimal value that represents the arrival time of ti;
• URij is the CPU utilization ratio to determine whether a machine mj has a sufficient

amount of resources to support a task ti or not.
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As mentioned before, load balancing is a critical aspect to take into consideration
when designing any task scheduling algorithm in a way that optimizes resource utilization,
maximizes throughput, and minimizes response time. For this, we define the workload of
each server as follows:

Load[mi] =
∑tj∈TPi

l[tj]

PP[mi]
(3)

where Load[mi] is a percentage rate that indicates either mi is overloaded or underloaded.
Load[mi] is computed by dividing the total of all tasks that are running in mi on the
processing power PP[mi].

In our work, we assume that a fixed number of datasets are initially stored on the
servers. Each dataset is defined as follows:

• D = {di} a set of datasets where di is the ith dataset;
• vi an integer value that designates the volume of ith dataset (in MB);
• Ψ = {ψij} is the datasets to machines assignment matrix. Equation (4) describes the

computation of matrix Ψ.

ψij =

{
1 if di is stored in mj

0 otherwise
(4)

• F = { fij} is the assignment of the datasets to tasks matrix. We set matrix F because a
task may require one or multiple datasets for its execution and many tasks may use
the same dataset. Matrix F is generated following Equation (5).

fij =

{
1 if di is required by tj

0 otherwise
(5)

For a given dataset di, there could be two options of use. (1) The local use is when
the dataset and its consumer task are on the same node, in that case, the dataset is locally
accessed. (2) The remote use is when the required dataset is stored in a different node than
the one hosting the task; in that case, data migration is needed from a distant source. We
can clearly see that due to the migration process, the execution time of the consumer task is
affected by adding a data migration time DMT, where DMTij is the time to migrate all the
datasets required by ti from their locations to mj (mj is also where ti is assigned) [68].

Our proposed Online Task Scheduling strategy based on Data Migration and Data
Replication (OTS-DMDR) aims to select online tasks from the queue and schedule them to
the appropriate server to ensure better response time as well as a load-balanced system.
The task response time includes two main factors: the performance of the resources and,
more critically, the management of data regarding their location, movement, and replication
within the system.

In addition, the proposed (OTS-DMDR) technique is a generic algorithm that could
be easily extended to handle different types of data. Mainly, we can use a data adapter
component to integrate heterogeneous data types (text, images, logs, videos, etc.) that
could be generated by different devices, such as the one used in IoT, financial institutions,
and healthcare areas [69]. The next section explains in detail and illustrates the benefit of
our approach.

3.2. Problem Formulation

The challenge is how to distribute incoming tasks among servers reduce task response
time while avoiding overloaded or underloaded servers. Since data migration requires
time, it is obvious that we should seek data locality for tasks as much as possible in order
to decrease the response time [1]. When data are migrated to new locations, this will
generate new copies of data over the system, called replicated data. In general, data
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replication increases the availability of data, thereby achieving more data locality and
reducing response time for the next incoming tasks.

We re-examine the issue and discover that the tasks in the queue that must be chosen
are the ones that would be carried out on a suitable server with the best response time. In
our algorithm, OTS-DMDR , the scheduling result combines the data locality method, the
data migration method, and the delay scheduling. In other words, the result generates:
data locality, i.e., the task will be placed directly in the server containing all its required
data; or the task will be placed in a remote server that yields a minimal data migration
time; or the task will be delayed until another server having the best response time, via
data locality or data migration, becomes available. Simultaneously, the machine load is
also taken into account in the OTS-DMDR technique to increase the effectiveness of the
entire system.

To better illustrate the OTS-DMDR technique, we give an example in Figure 1. In
Figure 1a, we depict the system configuration. Q is the queue of online tasks. F is the
matrix of the assignment of the datasets to the task and Ψ is the matrix of the assignment of
datasets to machines.

Q = {t1, t2, t3} F =

1 0 1
0 1 1
0 1 0
1 0 0

d1

d3

d2

d4

t1 t2 t3

Ψ = 

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0

d1

d3

d2

d4

m1 m2 m3

m1

d1 d4

t1

m2

d2 d3

t2

m3

d3

m1

d1 d4

t1

m2

d2 d3

t3

m3

d3d1

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. Example to model our proposed scheduling technique OTS-DMDR, where (a–c) depict
respectively the configuration of the system, first iteration of the execution and second iteration of
the execution.

According to the OTS-DMDR method, machine m1 is determined to be the optimal
choice for task t1 as shown in Figure 1b, since it achieves perfect data locality with the
required datasets d1 and d4 already stored on m1. Similarly, for task t2, the OTS-DMDR
method selects machine m2 as the most efficient solution, as in Figure 1b. Therefore,
executing t2 on m2 will result in the shortest response time due to the locally stored
required data d2 and the minimal migration time to migrate the required data d3 from m3
to m2. As a result, tasks t1 and t2 can be executed at the same time (in parallel). In addition,
a replication of d3 is created in m2.

Finally, the OTS-DMDR algorithm estimates the response time of task t3 on all ma-
chines. Using this approach, the algorithm suggests that it is preferable to delay the
execution of t3 until machine m2 becomes available. This delay is represented by a time
interval denoted as ∆. Despite the delay, executing t3 on m2 is expected to result in a lower
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response time compared to assigning t3 to other machines that would require greater data
migration times. This is shown in Figure 1c.

It is important to note that in the case of limited computational power of a machine
due to different causes (lack of memory, lack of storage, overload of cpu, etc.), the proposed
OTS-DMDR algorithm, as we will see in Section 4.1.1, proceeds by either skipping that
machine for another one that could host the current task, or delaying the task’s execution
until that machine becomes available to host the current task.

3.3. Objective Function

In this section, we design a mathematical formulation for our proposed algorithm
OTS-DMDR. Our objective function seeks an efficient task scheduling that minimizes the
task response time while maintaining a balanced load of the nodes. The response time is
the time required for each task to complete its execution from the moment it arrives in the
queue. The value is a combination of the following metrics (see Figure 2):

• Scheduling Time (ST): the time between the arrival of the task in the queue and
its scheduling.

• Delay Time (∆): the time that a task can wait for the availability of a given machine.
• Waiting Time (WT): the sum of scheduling time (ST) and delay time (∆).
• Data Migration Time (DMT): the time a task needs to locally gather all its remote

required datasets.
• Data Access Time (DAT): the time it takes for a task to read all its local required datasets.
• Execution Time (ET): the time to execute the task.
• Total Execution Time (TET): the sum of data migration time (DMT), data access time

(DAT), and execution time (ET).
• Response Time (RT): the sum of waiting time (WT) and total execution time (TET).

Task arrives  

to Queue

Task 

scheduled

Task starts

execution

Task get

remote data

Task read

all its data

Task finishes

its execution

Response Time

(RT)

Scheduling Time

(ST)

Delay Time

(Δ)

Data Migration 

Time (DMT)

Data Access

Time (DAT)

Execution Time

(ET)

Waiting Time

(WT)

Total Execution Time

(TET)

Figure 2. Response Time Scheme.

The problem of reducing the response time of a task ti when scheduled in mj can be
formulated as:

min RTij = min (WTij + TETij)

= min (STij + ∆ij + DMTij + DATij + ETij)
(6)

The constraints related to our objective function are shown in Equations (7)–(9).

s.t. RAM[ti] ≤ RAM[mj]− ∑
tk∈TPj

RAM[tk] (7)

D

∑
l=1

vl × fli ≤ scj − ∑
tk∈TPj

V[tk], if Ψl j = 0 (8)

Loadmin ≤ Loadj ≤ Loadmax (9)
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The constraint from Equation (7) guarantees that the remaining amount of RAM
in mj exceeds the requested amount of RAM required by task ti (TPj is the list of tasks
running in mj). The constraint from Equation (8) ensures there is enough storage in mj
to store the required datasets for ti in the case of data migration (tk is in progress in mj)
and when dl is a remote dataset. Finally, the constraint from Equation (9) assures the load
balancing of the system in such a way that the load of machine mj should be comprised
between two thresholds (Loadmin and Loadmax) in order to avoid (resp.) underload and
overloaded nodes.

For simplicity, we will set the default value of Loadmax at 70% CPU utilization and the
default Loadmin value at 20% CPU usage [70] for the remainder of the paper.

4. Proposed Approach

In this section, we explain the main steps of our suggested task scheduling strategy
OTS-DMDR, which selects a set of tasks from the queue and schedule them in machines
with the optimal response time.

Our approach consists of the following four steps (see Figure 3):

1. Estimate the response time matrix for the incoming tasks in the queue for all machines;
2. Generate a preference list for task-to-machine assignment;
3. Perform task selection and assignment;
4. Update system state (the availability of the machines and the tasks in the waiting

queue Q).

Yes
Q is empty Wait for tasks in Q

Update System state

Generate Preference List

Tasks Selection and Assignment

Compute Response Time Matrix for tasks in Q

1

2

3

4

No

Figure 3. Flowchart of our proposed scheduling strategy.

The steps above are repeated for tasks in the queue. Based on the waiting time of the
task, the data migration time, the overall execution time, and the load of machines, a set of
tasks will be selected from the queue and will be assigned to servers that best fit.

4.1. Response Time Matrix

The idea of our proposed task scheduling strategy is to choose a set of tasks from the
waiting queue and assign each of them to the most appropriate server. In other words,
we select the appropriate hosting tasks for each server. This method not only allows us to
efficiently use all available servers but also, simultaneously schedule multiple tasks instead
of scheduling them task by task.

In order to select tasks and assign them to the most suitable servers, we first have to
compute the response time matrix RT for each task in the queue for all the machines. The
RT matrix contains the response time RTij of each task ti if it is assigned to machine mj.

Figure 4 and Algorithm 1 show how the response time matrix is computed in detail.
For each task ti in the queue Q, we go through the set of servers in order to estimate RTij, the
response time of the task ti if assigned to mj. First, we check if mj can host ti by computing
the fitness value using the method MachineFitTask, as shown in line 9 in Algorithm 1 and
step 1 in Figure 4. Then, we compute the response time RTij based on four main costs:
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• Waiting time WTij, which includes both the delay time ∆ij and the scheduling time
STij (line 20).

– Scheduling time STij is how much time ti waits in the queue to be scheduled
in mj.

– Delay time ∆ij is how much time ti can wait for mj to be available. It is measured
using the ComputeDelayTime function (line 13). ∆ij is computed only if mj will
suit ti later (see also step 2 in Figure 4). More details are explained in Section 4.1.4.

• Time to migrate required remote data DMTij is computed when there is no data locality
for a given required dataset (line 17 and step 3). Function ComputeDataMigrationTime
is detailed in Section 4.1.2. Otherwise, if all the required datasets are locally available,
DMTij = 0.

• Time to access required data locally DATij (step 4 in Figure 4) is computed by calling
the ComputeDataAccessTime function in line 18. This step aims to measure the needed
time to consume the datasets already available locally and the one that has just been
gathered via the migration process. More information is depicted in Section 4.1.3.

• Time to execute ti in mj defined by ETij as shown at line 19 in Algorithm 1 and step 5
in Figure 4.

for ti in Q

j < M.size

for mj in M

i < Q.size

Compute Fitness of ti in mj

Fitness
Response Status

1

0

−1
Compute Delay Time of ti in mj

Data
 Locality
of ti in mj

No

Yes

Compute Data Migration Time of ti in mjCompute Data Access Time of ti in mjCompute Execution Time of ti in mj

Compute Response Time of ti in mj

Compute Response Time Matrix for Tasks in
Q in all Machines M

2

1

3
45

6

Figure 4. Flowchart of computing response time matrix for incoming tasks in the queue.
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Algorithm 1 Compute Total Response Time Matrix for Each Task in the Queue Q

Input:
1: Q = (t1, t2, . . . , tn): Queue of arrived tasks
2: M = (m1, m2, . . . , mp): Set of machines

Output:
3: RTij: Response time of ti if placed in mj, where 1 ≤ i ≤ |Q| and 1 ≤ j ≤ |M|
4: if Q is empty then
5: Wait for tasks to arrive to Q (see Figure 3)
6: else
7: for (i ∈ Q) do
8: for (j ∈ M) do // assume ti will be placed in mj
9: φij ← MACHINEFITTASK(i, j)

10: if (φij = −1) then
11: exit; // mj can’t host ti, move to the next machine
12: else if (φij = 0) then
13: ∆ij ← COMPUTEDELAYTIME(i, j)
14: else if (φij = 1) then
15: ∆ij ← 0
16: end if
17: DMTij ← COMPUTEDATAMIGRATIONTIME(i, j)
18: DATij ← COMPUTEDATAACCESSTIME(i, j)
19: ETij ← li

PPj
+ DATij

20: WTij ← STij + ∆ij
21: RTij ← DMTij + DATij + ETij + WTij
22: end for
23: end for
24: PL← GENERATEPREFERENCELIST(RT)
25: (Q, α)← SELECTTASKS(M, Q, PL)
26: end if

Afterward, we have a matrix of response time RT (step 6, Figure 4) of all the tasks in
the queue, assuming that they are executed in all the machines of the system. The RT matrix
will be the basis for our scheduling scheme. Based on matrix RT, the OTS-DMDR algorithm
generates a preference list PL for the task-to-machine assignment (line 24, Algorithm 1)
and is better detailed in Section 4.2. Therefore, a set of tasks is selected to be scheduled in
the appropriate servers using method SelectTasks (in line 25). The tasks’ selection process is
described in Section 4.3.

4.1.1. Fitness

The fitness calculation algorithm defines whether the chosen machine mj is adequate
and fit for the execution of task ti (as shown in Figure 4, step 1). If mj cannot host ti (mj
does not fit ti), mj is directly discarded. In our work, we consider several metrics to say that
ti can be assigned to mj or that the fitness of mj to ti is achieved. The fitness metrics are: the
amount of RAM, storage capacities, and CPU utilization rate (UR). URij is the CPU usage
rate of ti in mj and is computed using Equation (10). PP[mj] is the processing power of mj
and is calculated using Formula (2).

URij =
CPU[ti]

PP[mj]
(10)

The last metric is the machine load, which determines if the machine is overloaded or
underloaded. The load is calculated by Equation (11).

Loadj =
∑tI∈TPJ

li
PP[mj]

(11)
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Algorithm 2 depicts how the fitness of task ti in machine mj is computed. There are
three response states:

1. φij = −1, if the utilization ratio is more than 1 (lines 5 and 6).
2. φij = 1, if and only if the utilization rate does not exceed 1, when the remaining

storage capacity in mj can accommodate the total amount of required data by ti (line
9 to 15). The load of mj must be between the Loadmin and Loadmax thresholds (line 16
to 25), and the amount of remaining RAM in mj should be greater than RAM[ti].

3. φij = 0, if one or more of the conditions above are not verified, i.e., mj does not
have enough CPU or/and not enough RAM to host ti, or/and the storage capacity
of mj cannot store the remote required datasets of ti or/and mj is overloaded or
underloaded.

The fitness status obtained from Algorithm 2 is returned to the main Algorithm 1 for
processing the three different cases of compatibility (fitness):

• φij = −1, the machine mj cannot host the task ti due to the lack of CPU, and no action
can be taken. We start by checking this first case, so we can know from the beginning if
we can continue the process of calculating the response time. In this case, the scheduler
moves to the next machine.

• φij = 0, the machine mj cannot host the task ti due to insufficient RAM or/and storage
or/and mj being overloaded or underloaded. The peculiarity here is that the task can
be delayed and wait for these conditions to be verified and accomplish the fitness on
mj. In this case, we talk about delay scheduling technique. Task ti can wait for a delay
∆ij so that the resources of mj become available again to host ti. The measurement of
the delay time ∆ will be explained in Section 4.1.4.

• φij = 1, the machine mj can host the task ti without constraint violations and
delay time.

We would like to mention that in the case where the storage of mj is not enough to
store the required datasets of ti, we select a set of datasets to delete from mj. For that,
we use our previous work [68], based on data replication, for data selection and deletion
processes. The idea is based on two factors:

1. Dependency between tasks and datasets (dependk): this factor seeks to define how
many duplicated datasets in mj are required for the uncompleted tasks in the queue.
In other words, we compute how many tasks in Q are using every replicated dataset
in mj.

2. Number of existing replicas of the dataset (replk): this factor attempts to define how
many replicas of each dataset dk are currently available in the whole system. Therefore,
we check if each machine mj stores dk as a replica copy. The value of replk is raised by
one each time a replica of dk is identified.

Due to the possibility of multiple replications, only datasets with more than maxRep
replicas (here equals three) are qualified for deletion.

We select di with the lowest dependk (the least used di from the unfinished tasks). If
there are multiple datasets with the same depend factor, we take the one with the highest
repl into consideration. Based on this, we delete the datasets one after another until the
deleted space is greater than the requested size, liberating the storage needed by the
datasets that will be migrated for ti execution.
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Algorithm 2 Compute Fitness of mj to host ti

Input:
1: i: index of task for which fitness is checked
2: j: index of machine whom we check the placement fitness

Output: φij: fitness status (1,0,−1)
3: function MACHINEFITTASK(i, j)

// CPU Utilization Ratio measurement
4: URij ← CPU[ti ]

PP[mj ]

5: if (URij > 1) then
6: φij ← −1
7: exit;
8: else

// Storage capacity verification
9: V[ti]← 0

10: for (k ∈ D) do
11: V[ti]← V[ti] + fki × vk // total remote data size required by ti
12: end for
13: if (scj ≥ V[ti]) then
14: selectedDatasets← SELECTDATASETSTODELETE(i, V[ti])
15: end if

// Load measurement
16: Loadj ← 0
17: for (k ∈ TPj) do // search tasks in progress in mj

18: Loadj ← Loadj +
lk

PP[mj ]

19: end for
20: if (Loadj ≥ Loadmax) then // mj is overloaded
21: mj.overloaded = 1
22: end if
23: if (Loadj ≤ Loadmin) then // mj is underloaded
24: mj.underloaded = 1
25: end if

// Fitness Measurement
26: if (∑tk∈TPj

RAM[tk] ≥ RAM[tk] && mj.overloaded = 0 && mj.underloaded = 0)
then

27: φij ← 1
28: else
29: φij ← 0
30: end if
31: end if

return φij
32: end function

4.1.2. Migration Time

Once the fitness of scheduling a proper task ti in a proper machine mj is calculated,
we can now start computing the migration time DMTij in order to estimate the response
time of ti in mj.

Algorithm 3 is used to compute the time needed to migrate the remote required
datasets of task ti from their remote locations to mj. There are two potential issues in
calculating the migration time. The first is that ti may need one or more datasets to migrate.
The second is that multiple replicas may exist for a single dataset. In Algorithm 3, the block
between line 5 and line 16 describes how to solve these two issues.
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Algorithm 3 Compute required remote Datasets Migration Time of ti placed in mj

Input:
1: i: index of task for which we will estimate the needed time to migrate its required data
2: j: index of machine we assumed ti will be scheduled and data will be migrated to

Output: DMTij: Data Migration Time of the remote required datasets of ti from their
distant locations to the local node mj where ti is scheduled

3: function COMPUTEDATAMIGRATIONTIME(i, j)
4: DMTij ← 0
5: for (k ∈ D) do
6: if ( fki = 1) then // dk is required by ti

7: τ
kj
ij ← 0

8: if (ψkj = 0) then // dk is a remote data
9: l ← 0

10: for (l ∈ M− {mj}) do
11: τkl

ij ← 0
12: if (ψkl = 1) then // dk is stored in ml
13: τkl

ij ← ( 1
rl
+ 1

wj
+ 1

bl j
)× vk // time to migrate dk required by ti from

distant ml to local mj
14: end if
15: end for
16: end if

// Sort migration times of all machines of each dk τij(k, :) in ascending order
17: [σij(k, :)]← sort(τij(k, :)) // σij(k, q) = l, i.e., dk is migrated from ml with time of

τkl
ij

18: s← σij(k, 0) // ms is the machine source with least migration time to move dk to
mj

19: DMTij ← DMTij + τks
ij // data migration time

20: end if
21: end for

return DMTij
22: end function

For each dataset, we check if dk is required by ti (line 6) and if dk is not stored locally in
mj (line 8). In this case, the migration of dk is required by finding all its locations, calculating
the time needed to migrate dk from each of its locations to mj, and finally selecting the
location ml with the smallest migration time. Line 13 shows how to calculate the time to
migrate dk from one of the found locations ml to the local node mj. This migration time is
denoted by τkl

ij .
In fact, the migration depends on the size of the data (vk) and consists of three processes:

(1) reading dk from the remote node ml with a read speed of rl , (2) writing dk to the local
node mj with a write speed of wj, and (3) transferring dk from ml to mj via a bandwidth
with a transfer rate of bl j.

For now, for each data dk required by ti not achieving the data locality, we have its
migration time τij(k, :) from all its existing locations to the local machine mj. The next step
is to select the best location from which dk will be migrated. To do this, we sort the vector
τij(k, :) (line 17) into ascending order and pick the first element σij(k, 0), which gives the
best machine ms providing dk with the lowest migration time τks

ij (line 18).

Before moving on to the next dataset, the value τks
ij is added to the DMTij value (line

19), where DMTij is the total time needed to migrate all the required remote datasets of ti
affected to mj.
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Finally, after browsing all the remote data and computing their migration time from
their best location, the total value of DMTij is detained for use in Algorithm 1 at line 17.

4.1.3. Data Access Time

It is mandatory that a task accesses and consumes its required data in order to complete
its execution, otherwise the task fails. The access time for the local consumption of all data
is designed by DATij as indicated in Algorithm 4. Once DATij has been calculated, its
value is returned to Algorithm 1 so that it is taken into account in the response time RTij.

Algorithm 4 Compute Data Access Time of ti placed in mj

Input:
1: i: index of task for which we will estimate time to locally access its required data
2: j: index of machine we assumed ti will be scheduled at

Output: DATij: Data Access Time of all the required datasets of ti in the local node mj
3: function COMPUTEDATAACCESSTIME(i, j)
4: DATij ← 0
5: for (k ∈ D) do
6: if ( fki = 1) then // dk required by ti
7: DATij ← DATij +

vk
rj

8: end if
9: end for

return DATij
10: end function

4.1.4. Delay Time

As mentioned previously, it is possible that a given machine mj does not fit ti due to
insufficient storage space, RAM, or load of the machine. This incompatibility might be
solved if the execution of the task is postponed. This type of scheduling is called Delay
Scheduling .

The proposed OTS-DMDR technique is based on the delay method, which could lead
to a better response time. Algorithm 5 employs the delay scheduling, which will allow
the computation of the delay time (∆ij) for the task ti until the resources of machine mj are
available again.

The measurement of the ∆ij is conducted as follows. First, we sort the tasks in the
machine mj by their estimated finish time in ascending order. The sorting result is in a
sorted queue designated by Q′j (line 4, Algorithm 5). Then, we go through each task in Q′

to verify when the fitness of ti will be achieved (line 9). For each task tk in Q′j, we obtain its
remaining execution time (RETk). RETk is added to the delay time ∆ij (line 11); then, the
RAM, storage capacity, and load of mj are updated in order to add the value consumed by
tk (line 12 to line 14). The goal is to check if this updated state will allow to free more RAM
and/or storage and/or load on the machine mj so that it receives the concerned task ti.

The process is repeated until the fitness of mj and ti is achieved (line 10). Finally, we
receive the exact delay time ∆ij, which will be considered subsequently in the response
time of task ti in mj in the main Algorithm 1 at line 13.
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Algorithm 5 Compute Delay Time

Input:
1: i: index of task for which fitness is checked
2: j: index of machine whom we check the placement fitness

Output: ∆ij: Delay time so that mj is available to host ti
3: function COMPUTEDELAYTIME(i, j)
4: Q′j ← sort(TPj) // sort in ascending order by estimated finish time the tasks in mj // or by

arrival time of assigned tasks to mj
5: ∆ij ← 0
6: newRAM[mj]← RAM[mj]
7: newScj ← scj
8: newLoadj ← Loadj
9: for (k ∈ Q′j) do

10: while (mj.overloaded = 1 ‖ mj.underloaded = 1 ‖ newRAM[mj] < RAM[ti] ‖
newSc[mj] < V[ti]) do

11: ∆ij ← ∆ij + RETk
12: newRAM[mj]← newRAM[mj] + RAM[tk]
13: newScj ← newScj + V[tk]

14: newLoadj ← newLoadj +
lk

PP[mj ]

15: if (newLoadj ≤ Loadmax) && (newLoadj ≥ Loadmin) then
16: mj.overloaded = 0
17: mj.underloaded = 0
18: end if
19: end while
20: end for

return ∆ij
21: end function

4.2. Task to Machine Preference List

So far, we have been able to compute the response time RT matrix. In the current
work, we aim to efficiently select a set of incoming tasks and assign them to the appropriate
servers. Hence, we propose a preference list PL that generates potential association between
tasks and the available machines.

To generate the preference list PL, we sort the elements of the matrix RT in ascending
order. The elements of PL are represented by a triplet of task ti, machine mj, and their
corresponding response time RTij, as follows:

PL = {plk} =
[(

ti, mj, RTij
)]

(12)

where the first element (plL1) of the list PL is the lowest response time if we assign ti to mj.
To better understand the process, we give an example in Figure 5.

m1 m2 m3 m4

5 3 4 6
4 2 1 2
3 6 9 5
7 5 8 3
8 4 5 1

t1

t2

RT = t3

t4  

t5

[ (t2,m3,1), (t5,m4,1), (t2,m2,2), (t2,m4,2), (t1,m2,3),

(t3,m1,3), (t4,m4,3), (t1,m3,4), (t2,m1,4), (t5,m2,4),

(t1,m1,5), (t3,m4,5), (t4,m2,5), (t5,m3,5), (t1,m4,6),

(t3,m2,6), (t4,m1,7), (t4,m3,8), (t5,m1,8), (t3,m3,9) ]

PL =

RT23 = 1 is the response

time of executing t2 in m3

Figure 5. Example of generating the preference list.
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The matrix RT gives the PL where the best assignment is represented by the lowest
value RT23 = 1 when t2 will be scheduled in m3, followed by placing t5 in m4. While
the worst assignment is the highest value 9, which happens if t3 is affected by m3 for the
execution. Hence, in the following subsection, we present an efficient technique to select an
optimal assignment task-to-machine based on PL.

4.3. Tasks Selection

In this section, we select the set of tasks that must be scheduled in each of the machines.
Since our work is based on online tasks. Therefore, we always have a queue containing
tasks that must be executed as soon as possible. For this reason, we have opted for the
idea of selecting a set of tasks. Task selection allows us not only to choose the tasks with
the best response times but also to take advantage of the use of all the available machines.
In this way, we are sure to achieve our goal of minimizing the response time and using
the resources efficiently. The selection process of tasks is described in Algorithm 6 and
illustrated by Figure 6.

PL is
empty ?

k < PL.size
for plk in

PLno
Select pl1 = (ti, mj, RTij)

Update M = M − {mj}
Update mj state

Update Q = Q − {ti}

3 4 5

6
7

Assign ti to mj
α = j

   Available machines = M
   Arrival tasks = Q
   Sorted RT = PL

for pll in
PL l < PL.size

pll contains ti 
OR

pll contains mj

PL = PL − {pll}

Update PL

1

2

8

yes

yes

PL = PL − {pl1}

Figure 6. Flowchart of task selection process.

For the task selection procedure, as a first step, we need the available machines M, the
arrival tasks in the queue Q, and the preference list PL as input. Then, by going through
the preference list PL (step 3 in Figure 6), we select the first element pl1 (step 4), which has
the lowest response time RTij (line 9, Algorithm 6) and that happens when assigning ti to
mj. After assigning ti to mj (step 5), mj is marked as the best assignment for ti as indicated
in line 10.

The vector α is used to describe the indices of the final task assignments, i.e.,
α = (α1, α2, . . . , αj), where αi is the index of the machine where ti is assigned. In other
words, the best machine to host ti is mαi . After that, we perform four updated operations:

1. The available machines M are updated by removing mj;
2. The characteristics of mj are updated, i.e., the RAM occupied by ti is subtracted from

the total RAM of mαi (line 12), then the storage capacity of mαi is modified by deleting
the volume of migrated data required by ti (line 13) and the used load by ti is added
to the total load of mαi (line 14);

3. The queue Q of incoming tasks is updated by removing the assigned task ti;
4. The preference list PL is updated (step 8, lines between 18 and 22) by removing all

the triplets concerning the task ti or the machine mj.
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Updating PL is required to avoid rescheduling an already assigned task and not to
use a machine to which we have already assigned a task.

The whole process is repeated until the preference list is empty, which means either no
available tasks are in the queue or all the machines were used for the tasks in the queue. In
that case, we run the main Algorithm 1 to re-check the queue and repeat the computation
of the response time matrix and so on.

To help understand how task selection operates, we illustrate it using the example in
Figures 7 and 8.

Algorithm 6 Tasks Selection

Input:
1: M: Available machines in the system
2: Q: Arrival tasks in the queue
3: PL: Preference list issued by sorting RT

Output:
4: Q: Updated Q
5: α: Vector of the final assignment of selected tasks

6: function SELECTTASKS(M, Q, PL)
7: while (PL is not empty) do
8: for (k ∈ PL) do
9: selectedPL← pl1 // pl1 = (ti, mj, RTij) is lowest response time

10: αi ← j // the best placement of ti is mj
11: M← M− {mj} // update M
12: RAM[mj]← RAM[mj]− RAM[ti]
13: scj ← scj −V[ti]

14: Loadj ← Loadj +
li

PP[mj ]

15: TPj.add(ti)
16: Q← Q− {ti} // update M
17: PL← PL− {pl1} // update PL by removing the 1st element
18: for (l ∈ PL) do
19: if ((pll .contains(ti) ‖ pll .contains(mj))) then
20: PL ← PL − {pll} // Update PL by removing elements with ti or mj

in triplet
21: end if
22: end for
23: end for
24: end while

return (Q, α)
25: end function

The example begins with the input of four available machines M, five incoming tasks
in the queue Q, and the preference list PL generated in Figure 5. A first iteration takes
effect to assign one of the tasks to the adequate server (see Iteration 1 in Figure 7). First, we
select the first element of PL, which is the triplet (t2, m3, 1). This triplet provides the lowest
response time in matrix RT and allows us to assign t2 to m3 with RT23 = 1. As result, m3 is
removed from the available machines M, t2 is deleted from the queue Q, and PL is updated
by removing all the triplets containing either t2 or m3. All updates are described by cross
marks with red color in the output box. A second iteration is conducted by taking as input
the updated values from Iteration 1 of the available machines M, Q, and PL. After selecting
the first triplet (t5, m4, 1) in PL, t5 is assigned to m4 with a response time of 1. The updates
are completed by removing m4 from M, t5 from Q, and all the triplets concerning t5 and
m4 from PL. In our example, the process is repeated until iteration 4 (see Figure 8) where
all the machines were used (M = {∅}) and PL is empty. In contrast, this case results in
a task t4 that is not assigned and that will be handled when repeating the main process
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from computing the matrix RT and where new tasks will be added to the arrival queue.
Therefore, we can say that our proposed strategy OTS-DMDR assigned four incoming tasks
out of five while minimizing their response time and maximizing the system resources.

Iteration 1

M = {m1,m2,m3,m4}

Q = {t1,t2,t3,t4,t5}

PL = [ (t2,m3,1), (t5,m4,1), (t2,m2,2), (t2,m4,2), (t1,m2,3), (t3,m1,3), 

(t4,m4,3), (t1,m3,4), (t2,m1,4), (t5,m2,4), (t1,m1,5), 

(t3,m4,5), (t4,m2,5), (t5,m3,5), (t1,m4,6), (t3,m2,6), 

(t4,m1,7), (t4,m3,8), (t5,m1,8), (t3,m3,9) ]

pl1 = (t2,m3,1)

t2 assigned to m3

M = {m1,m2,m3,m4}

Q = {t1,t2,t3,t4,t5}

PL = [ (t2,m3,1), (t5,m4,1), (t2,m2,2), (t2,m4,2), (t1,m2,3), 

(t3,m1,3), (t4,m4,3), (t1,m3,4), (t2,m1,4), (t5,m2,4), 

(t1,m1,5), (t3,m4,5), (t4,m2,5), (t5,m3,5), (t1,m4,6), 

(t3,m2,6), (t4,m1,7), (t4,m3,8), (t5,m1,8), (t3,m3,9) ]

Output

Input

Iteration 2

M = {m1,m2,m4}

Q = {t1,t3,t4,t5}

PL = [ (t5,m4,1), (t1,m2,3), (t3,m1,3), (t4,m4,3), (t5,m2,4), (t1,m1,5), 

(t3,m4,5), (t4,m2,5), (t1,m4,6), (t3,m2,6), (t4,m1,7), 

(t5,m1,8) ]

pl1 = (t5,m4,1)

t5 assigned to m4

M = {m1,m2,m4}

Q = {t1,t3,t4,t5}

PL = [ (t5,m4,1), (t1,m2,3), (t3,m1,3), (t4,m4,3), (t5,m2,4), 

(t1,m1,5), (t3,m4,5), (t4,m2,5), (t1,m4,6), (t3,m2,6), 

(t4,m1,7), (t5,m1,8) ]

Output

Input

Figure 7. Example of task selection (iterations 1 and 2), where the selected elements are highlited
with green color and the deleted elements are highlited with red color.

Iteration 3

Available machines = {m1,m2}

Q = {t1,t3,t4}

PL = [ (t1,m2,3), (t3,m1,3), (t1,m1,5), (t4,m2,5), (t3,m2,6), (t4,m1,7) ]

pl1 = (t1,m2,3)

t1 assigned to m2

Available machines = {m1}

Q = {t3,t4}

PL = [ (t3,m1,3), (t4,m1,7) ]

Output

Input

Iteration 4

Available machines = {m1}

Q = {t3,t4}

PL = [ (t3,m1,3), (t4,m1,7) ]

pl1 = (t3,m1,3)

t3 assigned to m1

Available machines = { ø }

Q = {t4}

PL = [ ø ]

Output

Input

Figure 8. Example of task selection (iterations 3 and 4), where the selected elements are highlited
with green color.

5. Simulation Setup and Result Analysis

In this section, we present the experiments performed to assess the effectiveness of
the proposed scheduling algorithm OTS-DMDR. The following subsections present the
performance metrics, the used benchmarks, the experimental setup, and a discussion of the
obtained results.

5.1. Simulation Setup

Since the target system is a cloud computing environment, the evaluation of scheduling
algorithms is crucial. However, experiments on real cloud platforms would be costly
and challenging, especially when it comes to repeating the experiments under the same
circumstances in order to compare other algorithms. As a result, a simulator is required
to measure the performance of the proposed algorithms. In order to model and simulate
cloud-based systems, we used an extensible toolkit CloudSim 3.03 [71,72]. Nevertheless,
the Cloudsim framework does not support data management such as data storage, data
migration, data replication, and remote data consumption. Due to these limitations, we
extended Cloudsim in our previous work [73] so that it can effectively address those needs.

For our experiments, we vary the number of machines between 5 and 100. Each
machine is considered with its characteristics (CPU, RAM, Storage Capacity, Read/Write
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Speed). We also consider a range of tasks between 30 and 2000 tasks, where every task
requires at least 1 and at most 10 datasets. The size of datasets is evenly distributed within
the range [1–100 GB]. The overall configuration is depicted in Table 2.

Table 2. Setup characteristics.

Characteristic Value

Number of machines [5–100]
P_CPU (MIPS) [1000–5000]

RAM (GB) [64–2048]
Storage capacity (TB) [1–25]

Number of tasks [30–2000]
Size of tasks (MI) [1000–4000]

Number of datasets 300
Size of datasets (GB) [1–100]

Number of required datasets [1–10]

CloudSim offers the flexibility of time-sharing and space-sharing techniques for re-
source allocation in tasks [71,72]. The appropriate technique can be selected by users
depending on their specific requirements, such as performance, cost, and resource utiliza-
tion, which significantly affects the overall efficiency and performance of cloud computing
applications. Our proposed algorithm utilizes the time-sharing technique provided by
CloudSim, allowing tasks to be executed in parallel. In time-shared mode, multiple task
units, or Cloudlets, can perform multitasking within a machine.

We generate various scenarios, take into account 100 executions for each, and use the
average as our final measurement.

We would like to mention that the initial data placement is conducted based on the
max–max algorithm [74]. This means, that the data with the largest size is placed in the
storage with the maximum remaining storage capacity.

We compare our proposed task scheduling strategy (OTS-DMDR ) with four other
scheduling algorithms: FCFS [52], the traditional scheduling algorithm that schedules
tasks based on their arrival time, i.e., the first arrived is the first to be executed; Delay
Scheduling [63], delays the execution of a task in order to assign it to the server achieving
the data locality; Li et al. method [28], that compromises between waiting time and data
migration costs. Finally, we compare OTS-DMDR with a proposed algorithm that does
not consider the data replication, which we name Online Task Scheduling based on Data
Migration (OTS-DM).

5.2. Performance Metrics

To quantitatively evaluate the performance of the OTS-DMDR algorithm and compare
its effectiveness with other algorithms in the literature, we need to use a variety of metrics,
which are listed below.

5.2.1. Response Time (RT)

Needed time for a task to finish its execution. The response time includes the following
stages (also see Figure 2):

• Scheduling Time (ST);
• Delay Time (∆);
• Waiting Time (WT);
• Data Migration Time (DMT);
• Data Access Time (DAT);
• Execution Time (ET);
• Total Execution Time (TET);
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5.2.2. Throughput

Number of tasks that can be processed by the whole system within a time slot.

5.2.3. Degree of Imbalance (DI)

Calculates the imbalance across all of the machines using Equation (13).

DI = |M| × VETmax −VETmin
OET

(13)

where |M| is the total number of machines. VETmax and VETmin are (resp.) the maximum
and minimum total execution time among all machines and OET is the overall execution
time of all machines and is calculated as follows:

OET = ∑
j∈M

VETj (14)

5.3. Result Analysis
5.3.1. Experiment 1: Task Variation

In the first experiment, we aim to measure the impact of varying the number of incom-
ing tasks that arrived into the queue within the same time slot w.r.t. the aforementioned
time metrics (response time, migration time, waiting time, etc.). For that, we fix the number
of machines M to 100 and the number of required data RD varying within the range of
[1–10], while the number of incoming tasks T takes the values 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000.

Figure 9 presents a comparison between the different scheduling algorithms in terms
of the average response time RT. Where the x-axis represents the number of tasks and the
y-axis is the measured average response time for a given number of tasks.

 

Figure 9. Average Response Time for Task Variation of the proposed methods OTS-DM and OTS-
DMDR, compared to Li et al. [28], Delay Scheduling [63] and FCFS [52].

We can see from the results of Figure 9 that the proposed algorithms OTS-DMDR and
OTS-DM outperformed the rest of the scheduling strategies for all of the test cases, showing
a considerable reduction in average response time, particularly for a higher number of
tasks (1500 and 2000 tasks). In the meantime, the Li et al. [28] and delay scheduling methods
have a competitive performance only for 500 and 1000 tasks. Meanwhile, the FCFS method
exhibits poor performance for all the cases.

To investigate the performance of each method in more detail, we chose the test case
of 2000 tasks, then we computed the time spent on each stage (namely, ST, ∆, DMT, DAT,
and ET). Figure 10 gives the percentages of each stage for each tested method.
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Figure 10. Percentage Response Time for Tasks Variation of the proposed methods OTS-DM and
OTS-DMDR, compared to Li et al. [28], Delay Scheduling [63] and FCFS [52].

The FCFS method dedicates more than 41% of the response time to data migration.
This is justified by the fact that the FCFS method does not consider both data locality
and machine performance when scheduling tasks. Moreover, since the FCFS method is
based on a first come first served stragey to assign the incoming tasks, the time between
scheduling and starting the execution of every task is very low, which can be considered 0
(∆ = 0). In contrast, the scheduling time is quite high (ST = 7%) because tasks that arrive
may not be immediately scheduled due to the unavailability of machines.

Since the delay scheduling method is based on delaying tasks in order to achieve data
locality and does not consider any data migration, we can clearly see in Figure 10 that
the percentage of waiting time is significant (21%) and helps to gain in terms of local data
accesses (representing only 18% of the response time). In addition, to avoid starvation,
the migration process takes effect and remote data is not efficiently gathered. Thus, the
response time is dominated by data migration by 31%.

The response time of Li et al. [28] is overtaken by both data migration time and
execution time with a rate of 36% and 25%, respectively. On the other hand, for the OTS-
DM method, the data migration rate is decreased to 31%, while the execution time is slightly
increased to 27%. The reduction of data migration in the proposed OTS-DM method is due
to the strategy that chooses the best location from which to pull the data. For OTS-DMDR,
41% of the total time is consumed by execution time (ET), while 25% is consumed by data
migration. One can recall a huge decrease in terms of DMT in comparison with all of
the existing strategies; this can be justified by replicating datasets across the machines, as
explained in Section 4.1.1.

Finally, from this experiment, we can conclude that the proposed strategy OTS-DMDR
presents a significant improvement in terms of response time and can be very useful for
online task scheduling for big data applications that involve both small and large numbers
of tasks. In addition, the decision to schedule some tasks on the most appropriate machine
can be determined based on a compromise between data locality and data migration cost,
while considering data replication and delay scheduling cost, thus yielding an optimal
response time with lower data transfer.

One major advantage of data migration is that it can help to address data accessibility
and availability. By having multiple replicas of data across multiple machines, it is pos-
sible to leverage multi-task processing and accelerate the execution process. This can be
particularly useful for large-scale machine learning problems or for training on big data
sets [6].
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5.3.2. Experiment 2: Machine Variation

In contrast to the previous experiment, in this scenario, we fix the number of tasks T to
2000, while the number of machines M takes values 25, 50, 100, 250, and 500. The purpose
of this experiment is to examine the scheduling behavior of the algorithms under different
system configurations.

Figure 11 represents the plotting of the average response time for various numbers of
machines corresponding to different scheduling methods. The results demonstrate that
our proposed algorithm OTS-DMDR outperforms the other scheduling techniques for
all of the test scenarios, providing a significant reduction of the average response time,
particularly for a higher number of machines (500 machines). The OTS-DM Li et al. [28]
and delay scheduling algorithms currently perform well. The FCFS approach, on the other
hand, yields consistently poor results.
 

Figure 11. Percentage Response Time for Machine Variation of the proposed methods OTS-DM and
OTS-DMDR, compared to Li et al. [28], Delay Scheduling [63] and FCFS [52].

To further compare the effectiveness of each technique, a detailed experimental analy-
sis is performed in terms of the percentage rate of each metric (WT, DMT, DAT, and ET)
compared to the total response time RT. For this, we select the case of 100 machines. In this
respect, Figure 12 shows the percentage rate for all the tested algorithms.

 

Figure 12. Percentage Response Time for Machines Variation of the proposed methods OTS-DM and
OTS-DMDR, compared to Li et al. [28], Delay Scheduling [63] and FCFS [52].

As can be observed from the results of the OTS-DMDR strategy, the execution time
took 45% of the total response time, while the percentage of migration time consumed only
25% of the response time. As OTS-DMDR is based on a trade-off between optimizing data
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locality, delay scheduling, and data migration relying on data replication, this led to a good
data migration time rate of 25% as well as a small waiting time (5%) compared to other
techniques.

For the OTS-DM strategy, the migration time was considered to be the overtaken time
(36%). This is a significant difference compared to OTS-DMDR because OTS-DM does
not consider the replicated data while moving it. Li et al. [28] found similar results to the
OTS-DM strategy for all metrics.

In the delay scheduling strategy, the waiting time was greater than the other strategies
(17%) since the idea behind the method was based on delaying tasks in order to achieve
better data locality (22%). The DMT rate still had a noticeable value (30%) in comparison
with OTS-DMDR.

Finally, for the FCFS method, we can clearly see that the data migration time again
dominated response time with a percentage of 45%. The reason is that FCFS assigns tasks
without considering data locality nor data movement.

From the result of Figures 11 and 12, we can notice a strong relationship between
the average response time of tasks and the number of machines, as the number of ma-
chines increases the average response time decreases. Moreover, OTS-DMDR performs
competitively with OTS-DM, Li et al. [28], and Delay Scheduling methods for a higher
number of machines, while for the lower number of machines, it is very obvious that the
proposed OTS-DMDR gives significantly better results than all of the existing algorithms.
Eventually, the proposed OTS-DMDR algorithm showed sufficient performance to be used
as an alternative task scheduling algorithm for big data systems.

5.3.3. Experiment 3: Datasets Variation

In this scenario, we vary the number of required datasets to see how it impacts the
total response time. We use three different scales: (a) Small number of required data [1–5],
(b) Medium number of required data [5–10], and (c) Large number of required data [10–20].
Figure 13 depicts the plots of the average response time for the three different scales for
each scheduling strategy.

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 13. Response Time of Dataset Variation for the proposed methods OTS-DM and OTS-DMDR,
compared to Li et al. [28], Delay Scheduling [63] and FCFS [52], where (a) is for small number of
required data, (b) is for medium number of required data and (c) is for large number of required data.

We can see that our proposed algorithm OTS-DMDR performed best throughout the
three experiments. Furthermore, one can observe a competitive performance between
OTS-DM and Li et al. [28] with a slight advantage of the proposed OTS-DM. However, both
delay scheduling and FCFS methods gave higher response times for all scales.
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The corresponding percentage response times of this experiment are reported in
Figure 14a–c. We observe that, even though the number of required data changed, our
method OTS-DMDR consistently gave the least DMT percentage rate. While a comparable
performance was observed between OTS-DM and Li et al. [28] in the three scales. For the
delay scheduling, the WT percentage was higher compared than the other methods. Similar
to previous results, the FCFS response time was mostly spent migrating data.

Our method, OTS-DMDR, consistently produces the least DMT percentage rate re-
gardless of the changing data requirements. This is especially due to considering the
replication of data, which creates new copies of data in the system. As a result, schedul-
ing tasks based on data migration and reusing replicated data can offer benefits such
as enhanced data availability, improved data locality, and decreased response time for
incoming tasks.

(a) (b) 

(c)

Figure 14. Percentage Response Time of Dataset Variation for the proposed methods OTS-DM and
OTS-DMDR, compared to Li et al. [28], Delay Scheduling [63] and FCFS [52], where (a) is for small
number of required data, (b) is for medium number of required data and (c) is for large number of
required data.

Finally, we conclude that the obtained results by our proposed algorithm OTS-DMDR
are more stable than those generated by the other scheduling algorithms. Furthermore,
OTS-DMDR is very applicable to different scales of required datasets, which ensures the
usefulness of the proposed task scheduling and validates the theoretical algorithm design
developed in this paper.

5.3.4. Experiment 4: Tasks Arrive in 100 Time-Slot

For this scenario, we aimed to evaluate the throughput metric, which is the percentage
of tasks executed for a specific time slot. Importantly, we analyze the load balancing of our
system using the Degree of Imbalance (DI) metric. For this, we have 2000 tasks to execute
in 100 machines. The tasks will arrive every 100 time slots. The throughput, the percentage
of tasks that were completed for a given time slot, is indicated for each point in Figure 15.

As expected, FCFS did not perform well. Meanwhile, the Delay Scheduling, Li et al., and
OTS-DM methods were comparable and gave acceptable results. OTS-DMDR achieved
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the best performance due to the efficient management of data replication throughout
task scheduling.

Figure 16 shows the degree of imbalance for the FCFS, Delay scheduling, Li et al., OTS-
DM, and OTS-DMDR algorithms, where the lower value of DI indicated a higher load
balancing performance.

According to the reported results, it can be concluded that the degree of imbalance of
the proposed OTS-DMDR algorithm had the smallest value. Since the OTS-DMDR strategy
considers the load of each machine when assigning tasks, as a result, it avoids imbalanced
workload situations.

 

Figure 15. Throughput [28].

 

Figure 16. Degree of Imbalance for the proposed methods OTS-DM and OTS-DMDR, compared to Li
et al. [28], Delay Scheduling [63] and FCFS [52].

However, a remarkable topic to be discussed is how to combine the proposed algorithm
with other meta-heuristic algorithms to further enhance scheduling results by choosing
optimal weight for parameters involved in the objective function, as discussed in [59,61].

6. Conclusions

Big data analytics tasks are now feasible due to advances in internet technology and
the use of cloud data centers. However, managing these data-intensive tasks is challenging,
especially in dynamic cloud environments. To address this challenge, it becomes highly
demanding to consider data aspects when designing task scheduling algorithms. This
paper introduces a new method named Online Task Scheduling based on Data Migration
and Data Replication (OTS-DMDR). It considers various metrics to select the appropriate
task for the appropriate machine, including, data access time, data migration time, tasks
requirement, performance power, and load of the machines. By combining data migration
and data replication features with delay scheduling, the OTS-DMDR method achieves
better data locality, minimizes the response time, and improves the task throughput.

Accordingly, extensive simulations are carried out to demonstrate the validity of
our proposed OTS-DMDR method. The results show that the proposed OTS-DMDR
method outperforms existing scheduling techniques, reducing response time by 78% when
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compared to the First Come First Served (FCFS) scheduler, by 58% compared to the Delay
Scheduling, and by 46% compared to the technique of Li et al.—all of this while ensuring a
balanced load over the machines. Consequently, this demonstrates the effectiveness and
convenience of the proposed approach for the problem of online task scheduling.

The study on online task scheduling combined with data migration and replication in
the cloud presents an important research implication for the development of efficient task
scheduling algorithms for data-intensive applications. The study’s findings indicate the
importance of considering data locality in task scheduling, which can be further explored
in future research. Furthermore, as future work, it will be important to investigate how
to dynamically place the initial datasets and handle data replicas in order to enhance the
performance of the system. In conclusion, it can be inferred that the performance of the
proposed OTS-DMDR algorithm is adequate to be utilized as an alternative online task
scheduling algorithm for big data systems.
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